
Senior Assessments  

 

 Ok Guys this is going to be easy and hopefully somewhat enjoyable. Finish your Memory Book 

and complete one or both of the additional assignments below. You have the assignment sheet. 

If you need another one, let me know. Do not blow this off or wait until the last minute. You 

procrastinators know who you are--yes you Drake Broom. Take pictures , scan, share on 

Google Docs.  

 

I want this to be enjoyable and fairly easy for you. That said, part of this will be proofreading and 

editing. If you turn things in with grammatical errors, sentence fragments, spelling errors and 

which reflect a lack of effort, you will NOT receive credit for the assignment.  I prefer that these 

be typed….yes use your phones. But if you need to hand write them, you can take a picture of 

your work and email it to me. I am available to answer questions, look at drafts or help in any 

way.  

 

●  

 

1. Personal Essay on the Covid 19 experience. What is your reaction to the rather bizarre 

ending of our school year. What has it made you realize? This will be one of the most important 

historical events of the 21st Century and you have been part of it. Plus you are old enough to 

understand some of the potential effects of what has and what might still happen. 

 

2.  A letter to your favorite  teacher, coach, mentor, Sunday school teacher, friend….be specific 

and develop ideas fully.This can be anyone who has contributed to your learning including life 

lessons. I will help you find addresses , but I can tell you there is not a much better gift you can 

give your present or former teachers than your words and gratitude. If you prefer to hand write  

this ( more personal), that’s fine. Take a picture of it so that I can read what you have written. I 

have had students do this in the past and it was treasured by the teachers to whom I expect you 

to send the letter. The ones I personally have received are the best gifts I have ever been given. 

 

I am only a phone call away. You have my phone number….any time night or day. Love you 

guys. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


